
If I gm not mistaken, Garry is in the middle of a rather tryin.g and montbs-long 
jury selection in the Seale case in hew Henan, hence I'd suggest he did not and could 
not prepare for this appearance and by its very nature, bad to have been at a tactical 
disadvantage by being on the defenaive. 

• However, one thing* this young friend reported stieks in ny "mind and bears heavilF, 
ny way, on things I had earlier written. Gerry asked Epstein is he bad 
the former San Francisco fedelal attorney, the black one I mentioned, named Poole. 
his followed an exhbange in which Garry had cited what Poole said on leaving that 
Office ti's not now certain. if Nixon fired him or he quit). Epstein said, as has does in 
this article, that all such statemtns flow free 	se error, which is false). 

However, need I sake e bigger point of Epstein, doing this enormous research 
pretended as original, atth all those Lengthy citations of what hapyened all over 
California, and especially under P01,'5  jurisdiction, and not attempting to 
interview him? Could anything bear Oore Oiftatein's one-sided purposes? Would you have 
Interviewed all those in California Epstein presents as interviewed in his wont 
oan:impartiai inveatigation k reatructing himself to the implication, never the atate- 

, *ant), without interviewed the local federal attorney who had sounded off on precisely 
thus subject, whichever way he sounded off? Now remember, this is not a case Aber, there 
bad to be a: whirlwind trip of a day or tee. His Californiaoitations are a large part- 

-fof his piece. So, whether or not he was there, how in term* of honesty Of intent could 
one accept his 'failure to quote tOole, whether from the records made available or in 
personal investigation? 

later /eL/ Ii  

bad A phew& call fro* i young friend in New Iork abou-Leth,or st-,tters. E. 
also sectioned a NI Post story on the taping of a Frost sow in whinhEpstein and 
Carty apPeared, with Prosteiding with Epstein. It seams, from this young eanM versi 
of the Post story, that again the issue was restricted to the false one of numbers, 
not to the central questions of whether or not there is repressive action against 
blacks or dissidents or to whether or not, if there is repression, it is of federal 
support or inspiration. 

The fact tint Pools was totally ignored strongly suggests that he was not in 
*het was presented to Epstein, for Epstein doesn't *yea argue against whatever honed. 
Ny recol,ection of what pole said is not that it had to do with number* but that it 
had to do with federal policy. 

I don't *now when the Poet Show will be aired. 

Ahd aside from whether or. not Frost was partisan. ho has or his shoe has a not 
unfamiliar attitude on political assassinations. Fbrexample, they aired a number of people 
on sevaiial, saying there was no conspiracy, and refused anY bfportunity to present the 
other aidä.I They scheduled 4aiser. who did a rather careful and deeply disturbing book 
on the RFC assassination tend I will, show you what have obtained since than that I as 
certain will disturb you about the trial), and then cancelled him. It is something like 
the paper that is overup and then selects on a political bads. Only, they are never 
overup. They select and. they ohmage their minds about a subject or a person or an 
approach or what a book says. 

6incerely, 


